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PRESERVATION PERMIT REVIEW
224 W. SPRUCE ST. AL TERATIONS TO GARAGE OPENINGS – SEPT 29, 2017
Ecogeek, Goop LLC.
224 W. Spruce Street
Missoula, MT 59804

STAFF DETERMINATION
APPROVE the application with conditions.

I. RECOMMENDED ACTION
THAT the Historic Preservation Permit (HPP) for Alterations to the Garage Openings project be APPROVED with conditions by
the Missoula Historic Preservation Commission, subject to the recommended conditions of approval based on the findings of
fact in the staff report, and pending the fifteen-day review period per section 20.85.085.
II. CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1.

The project shall comply with all applicable City of Missoula municipal code and building code requirements.

2.

Windows shall be replaced with Pella Architectural Series (or similar), with profiles to match historic/existing
windows. Provide samples of infill material, windows and colors to HPC and/or HPO prior to purchasing and
installing.

3.

Any patching and repair shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible,
material.

III. INTRODUCTION
An application for an Historic Preservation Permit (HPP) was received by the City of Missoula on September 12th, 2017, for
the proposed alteration to the north elevation of the garage portion of the historic Marsh & Powell Funeral Home, also
known as the Livingston-Maletta and Geraghty Funeral Home. The Marsh & Powell Funeral Home is located at 224 W. Spruce
Street, Missoula Montana. Alterations include infilling four existing garage door openings with smooth cementitious panel,
wood trim and windows, located at the north elevation, and the installation of four skylights, located on the flat roof, to the
garage portion of the building.
Alterations, by ordinance, must be in accordance with The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic
Properties. The building located at 224 W. Spruce St. is located within the Missoula Downtown Historic District, and is
individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places, and is subject to the Missoula historic preservation ordinance
requirements of Title 20 of the Missoula Municipal Code. The site is a primary element within the Historic District, which was
individually accepted by the Keeper of the National Register in 1990.
The building currently houses a Missoula-based technology company which produces educational video and media. The applicant
requests approval of the HPP in order to modify the inside of the garage portion to better accommodate the growth of their
expanding company. This modification would provide space for an additional 12 employees for a company which currently
employs over 50 Missoula residents. The proposed alterations aid in adapting the garage into office space, and would be similar
in design and materials to the existing character-defining traits.
The applicant’s representative has engaged in counsel with the HPO for best practices, and has engaged in counsel with the HPC
during a special presentation at the 9/7/17 Historic Preservation Commission meeting. The proposed plan has been established
with respect to the historic significance of the facility and in an effort to bring the building back to the original openness of the
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space and to minimize any adverse effect.
The proposed work includes (See Appendix A, Plans, and Appendix B, Supplemental Information):
-Installation of four 4’-0” x 4’-0” skylights above the central work area
-Removal of five existing overhead 7’-10”x 8’-3/4” garage doors, patching and repair openings as necessary for new
construction
-Infill three of the garage openings. The lower ¾ of each opening will be infilled with smooth cementitious panel, batten
siding and wood trim, which will match the existing entrance and painted white. The upper ¼ of the openings will be
infilled with two new windows which will match the existing windows with fixed four-over-two lites. Each window will be
3’-9”x2’6” with 4” trim in between, equaling a total width of 7’-10”.
-Infill one of the garage openings. This opening will be infilled with double ADA accessible doors 6’-0”x 6’-8”, which will
match the existing entrance directly to the west of it. Wood trim painted white will surround the entrance and infill the
remainder of the opening.
-Interior removal of existing concrete floor and replacement with new concrete slab with 2” rigid insulation underneath.
Addition of wood frame walls, interior windows, doors, counter/cabinet space, culminating in a central work area and
three smaller offices.
*Note that four of the existing garage door entryways are filled with unoriginal overhead vinyl doors, and one is infilled with panel
and wood trim with a central entrance opening and no lites. Original pictures of the north elevation have not been found, but the
National Register nomination describes the doors as “double wooden garage doors with recessed wood panels in the bottom
two-thirds of the door and six lites in the upper one-third. The doors have exterior, side-mounted black hinges and black door
handles.”
SITE HISTORY
The building located at 224 W. Spruce Street was constructed between 1929 and 1932 as a funeral home, when the property
was owned by Luther and D. H. Powell. The first occupants were Marsh and Powell, Funeral Directors, whom occupied the
building through the historic period, followed by the Livingston-Maletta and Geraghty Funeral Directors.
At the time of construction, it represented a new phenomenon in the early 20th century—a building constructed as a funeral
home with all the services and facilities needed to prepare the body for the funeral, and to perform the full extent of
funerary services. The building has been used as a funeral home for the majority of its existence until 2015, when it was
converted to its current use as office space. It was during this conversion that the building received extensive interior
alterations. At some point the fenestration material of the garage portion was altered with the installation of vinyl windows
and entrances. It stands today as one of the few remaining commercial buildings within the Missoula central business district
that was constructed during the Depression.
The Marsh and Powell Funeral Home is a rectangular, two-story, polychromatic brick commercial building with a two-story
Neoclassical style pavilion and quoined corners. The building is located on a corner block between Spruce and Woody
Streets, which contain a smattering of historic one-story residences, the majority of which have been converted to business
use. The main portion of the building has a sheet metal crown cornice over a six-tiered polychrome header and stretcher belt
course and a single header belt course. Front upstairs windows have polychrome flat hood detailing with centered keystones
and header sills. Windows are vinyl and generally double-hung, six-over-one and three-over-one. A large, metal frame, blank
plastic sign is located outside on the ground floor of the south-facing façade.
The first floor of the main portion of the building has three vinyl, three-part "cottage" windows, each composed of a large,
fixed pane topped by a pair of fixed, three-lite units. Each window has a flat polychrome hood detail and centered keystone.
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The main entryway has a modern panel and glass door and with upper transom and narrow, flanking glass block panels. An
eastern side door to the building is accessed by concrete steps with wrought iron railings. Vertical polychrome headers run
along the base of the building. The monumental wood, two-story pavilion has a pedimented gable roof with a molded crown
cornice with dentilation and horizontal, lapped siding in tympanum. Dentilation is also located at the top of the architrave.
The upstairs balcony railing within the pavilion is wrought iron as well. The large Doric order support columns rest on square
concrete plinths.
The rear section of the building is also of polychrommatic brick with a flat roof and metal cornice over halved polychrome
headers. A raised belt course of header brick over vertical stretchers is located on the west side of the building. A centered
entryway is recessed and framed by polychrome quoins. A gable-roofed door-over or hood with side brackets is located
above the side entryway. The east side of the rear has a large, porte-cochere consisting of three, square, brick support posts.
The porte-cochere shelters two entryways with modern vinyl doors. The rear garage section has five openings, four of which
are filled with unoriginal overhead vinyl garage doors, and one is infilled with panel and wood trim with a central entrance
opening and no lites. The openings are separated from one another by brick columns, and may have originally housed the
funeral hearses.
Conifers are located on the northeast, southeast and west sides of the building and a large parking area is located on the
north and east sides of the building.
The building possesses good integrity of setting, design, materials, workmanship and association. It exhibits minimal exterior
alterations beyond fenestration material changes. It also possesses generally good integrity of setting, being located in a half
block of one-story historic residences, in the heart-of-Missoula neighborhood, and as contributing element of the Missoula
Downtown National Historic District.
IV. APPLICABLE ZONING REGULATIONS
Title 20 Zoning Ordinance, Section 20.85.085.H outlines the criteria for review of historic preservation permit applications.
Regarding CBD-4 permitted uses, the proposed use is permitted and require no additional discretionary approval.
V. REQUEST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER/COMMISSION APPROVAL
Except as otherwise approved in section 20.30, the characteristics of an historic resource that qualify it for designation shall
be preserved and existing setbacks illustrating historic patterns of development shall be retained. Before issuing an HPP for
alterations or new construction, the Historic Preservation Officer shall consider the cumulative effects on the integrity of the
city’s historic resources resulting from the requested HPP, any other pending HPP applications, and any previously issued
HPPs. The Historic Preservation Officer shall also review the HPP application for compliance with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and/or any applicable design guidelines with the following criteria:
REVIEW CRITERIA
The building located at 224 W. Spruce St. is reviewed pursuant to the criteria for review listed in Title 20 Zoning Ordinance,
Section 20.85.085.H, and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. (Standard in italics, Staff Findings and Staff
Conclusions follows).
The following demonstrates compliance with the Design Guidelines set forth in Sections 20.85.085H, and the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.
SECTION 20.85.085H:
H-a.) Requirement: “The characteristics of an historic resource that qualify it for designation shall be preserved and existing
setbacks illustrating historic patterns of development shall be retained.”
FINDINGS OF FACT: The applicant has worked with the HPO and members of the HPC in establishing historically
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sensitive design solutions which harken to the original design at the time when the building was nominated. The
proposed alterations would have minimal site disturbance, and would continue to preserve the existing character
and patterns of development.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the criterion.

H-b.) Before issuing an HPP for alterations or new construction, the Historic Preservation Commission shall consider the
cumulative effects on the integrity of the city’s historic resources resulting from the requested HPP, any other pending HPP
applications, and any previously issued HPPs.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The proposed alterations fit within the purpose of the rehabilitated use and complements the
overall site’s designation of architectural significance. No negative effects on the overall integrity of the building’s
historic resources will result from issuance of this HPP for the alteration of the garage portion’s openings.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the criterion.

H1.) Alterations shall be compatible with the relevant characteristics or character defining features that qualify the Historic
resource for designation and shall not diminish, eliminate, or adversely affect the historic character of the Historic resource.
Consideration shall include, but not be limited to, elements of: Size, Scale, Lot coverage, Massing, Proportion, Architectural
style, Orientation, Surface textures and patterns, Details and embellishments, Relationship of these elements to one another.
Size/ Scale: The size of the proposed alteration does not change the existing fenestration of the north elevation, nor
does the size of the skylights detract from the building’s footprint and scale.
Lot Coverage: The proposed alteration will not increase nor decrease the lot coverage.
Massing/ Proportion: The massing of the proposed alterations were designed to be compatible with the characterdefining features and aesthetically reflect the original materials used for the garage doors when the building was
nominated.
Architectural Style: The architectural style and integrity of the existing building will not be altered from its current
and historic style and state. The proposed alterations utilize distinctive elements to differentiate the old from the
new, while being compatible with the existing historic features. These alterations serve to improve the overall
historicity of the site and are sensitive to its contemporary use.
Orientation: The orientation of the building will not be altered. The proposed alterations have been designed to fit
within the existing structure and footprint, and will not alter the orientation of the original south facing facade. The
proposed alteration retains 224 W. Spruce St. as the primary element on the site.
Surface Textures and Patterns/ Details: The existing surface textures and patterns outside the garage openings will
not be effected. The updated openings will reflect similarities to the original patterns and details to when the
building was first constructed.
Details and Embellishments: The proposed details and embellishments are sensitive to the existing character
defining traits, and cohesively tie into existing updates of the north elevation. The infill utilizes wood trim and similar
windows to the existing. Embellishments have been designed to match the original, while distinguishable as new
elements.
Relation of these elements to one another: The proposed alterations do not alter existing architectural features and
have been designed to tie into other changes over time to create a cohesive feel and aesthetic.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The inter-relationship of Size, Scale, Lot Coverage, Massing, Proportion, Architectural Style,
Orientation, Surface Textures and Patterns, Details and Embellishments in the design proposal, serves to restrict
adverse impact on the historic character of 224 W. Spruce St. in general, and to improve the overall integrity of the
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building as much as possible, while differentiating the old from the new.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the criterion.
H2.) New construction in historic overlay districts is not required to conform to specific architectural styles. Design of new
construction shall be compatible with the character of historic resources in the immediate area, but shall distinguish itself
from historic resources and not create a false sense of history.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The proposed alteration utilizes distinctive elements to distinguish the old from the new, while
also replicating certain features of the original historic garage doors. It does this through the solid infill of the
openings and material used, as opposed to the installation of reproduced garage doors.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the criterion.

H3.) Alternative materials may be substituted for original materials when they have the same dimensions and form as
original materials.
FINDINGS OF FACT: Alternative materials include smooth cementitious panels, four-over-two windows, and new
entrance doors.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the criterion as long as the windows are sensitive to the historic character-defining
features. The current fenestration of the main building and garage portion are filled with vinyl of varying sizes and
styles. (See Condition 2).

H4.) Photovoltaic and solar hot water equipment are permitted and are not subject to this ordinance.
FINDINGS OF FACT: No photovoltaic and solar hot water equipment are proposed.
STAFF CONCLUSION: N/A
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS:
Missoula Zoning Ordinance Section 20.85.085H
The historical architectural features that distinguish 224 W. Spruce St. will not be effected. The proposed alterations serve to
improve previous alterations which were insensitive to the historic features, yet will remain distinct and differentiated to
preserve the overall historicity of the site. The proposed alterations will not diminish, eliminate, or adversely affect the
historic character and integrity of the original building, and will instead serve to improve it.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Project SUBSTANTIALLY MEETS CRITERIA established in Section 20.85.085H.
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR'S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES:
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation are ten basic principles created to help preserve the distinctive
character of a historic building and its site.
The Standards (36 CFR PART 67) apply to historic buildings of all periods, styles, types, materials, and sizes, and to both the
exterior and the interior of historic buildings. The Standards also encompass related landscape features and the building's site and
environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new construction.
The Standards are applied to projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and technical feasibility.
Standard #1) A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the
defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.
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FINDINGS OF FACT: Between 2015 and 2016, the building underwent rehabilitation for use as office space for a local
technology company. The proposed alterations will be used for this adapted purpose and requires minimal change
to character-defining features to accommodate the adapted use.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the standard.
Standard #2) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
FINDINGS OF FACT: Previous non-historic materials, such as vinyl overhanging garage doors, will be removed and
replaced with more historically sensitive and compatible materials. Outside of this alteration, no exterior historic
materials will be altered or removed. The interior concrete floor will be replaced with insulated 2” slab. The overall
character will not be adversely effected.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the standard.
Standard #3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false
sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not
be undertaken.
FINDINGS OF FACT: Conjectural features of false history will not be added. The new infill was designed in regards to
details described in the National Register Nomination, but are differentiated through material and use as not to
project a false sense of historical development.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Generally concur; the addition of skylights and alteration of the fourth garage opening and
replacement with double entrance doors serves to increase accessibility, enhance conditions, and serve the
contemporary rehabilitated function. The skylights will not be visible to the public as they will be added to a flat roof, and
will be clearly distinguishable as a later addition in an effort to dissuade false interpretation. Meets the standard.
Standard #4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own right
shall be retained and preserved.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The proposed project will be an alteration for the rehabilitated use which has been in existence
for two years. The previous use was as a funeral home since its construction.
STAFF CONCLUSION: The project will not adversely affect acquired significance. Meets the standard.
Standard #5) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a
historic property shall be preserved.
FINDINGS OF FACT: Distinctive features and finishes will be unaffected, and special care and awareness of historic
significance will be honored by the contractors.
STAFF CONCLUSION: The applicant has stated their awareness of the building’s historic significance and characterdefining features. Meets the standard.
Standard #6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The existing garage openings are currently filled with modern and incompatible vinyl overhead
doors. During the removal process, the openings will be patched and repaired as necessary for new construction.
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STAFF CONCLUSION: (See Condition 3). Meets the standard.
Standard #7) Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be
used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
FINDINGS OF FACT: No chemical or physical treatments are currently planned for the project.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the standard.
Standard #8) Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The project does not require digging beyond replacing the existing concrete floor.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Meets the standard.
Standard #9) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The proposed alterations fit within the context of the existing character-defining features, yet
remain distinct to preserve the historic integrity of the building in general. The alteration of the garage door
openings will not obstruct the setting, feel, view-scape, or fenestration. The addition of skylights to the flat roof will not
be visible from pedestrians or within the view-scape.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Massing, size, scale and architectural features are planned as to restrict alteration of the
historic character of the original building. Meets the standard.
Standard #10) New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if removed
in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
FINDINGS OF FACT: The proposed plan is designed with adaptability to change of use or removal in mind. If
removed in the future, the existing garage openings and surrounding environment could be restored.
STAFF CONCLUSION: Generally concur; the addition of skylights may be more challenging to reverse, but could
ultimately be done so. Meets the standard.
Cumulative Effect:
INTENT: Alteration to a rehabilitated building in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Rehabilitation of Historic Properties.
SCOPE OF WORK: The adapted reuse of the garage portion of the building located at 224 W. Spruce St, consisting of the
installation of four skylights above the central work area, removal of existing five unoriginal overhead 7’-10”x 8’-3/4” garage
doors, and infill with smooth cementitious panel and batten siding, wood trim, windows, and one ADA accessible entrance.
Interior alterations include the replacement of the concrete floor and installation of office compartments.
INTENDED USE: Office space.
FINDINGS OF FACT: There are no cumulative adverse effects on historic preservation permit sites with this proposal.
STAFF CONCLUSION: There are no other HPP sites in the vicinity that would be adversely effected by this proposal, and
there are other historic sites in the vicinity that would not be adversely effected by this proposal. Project SUBSTANTIALLY
MEETS the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
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VI. PUBLIC COMMENT
LINDA K. MCCARTHY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DOWNTOWN MISSOULA PARTNERSHIP:
In review of the application, we appreciate the efforts to retain the historical look and feel of the
building exterior, while modifying the inside of the building to better accommodate the growth of an
expanding technology company that employs nearly 50 Missoula residents. We think this project fits
with the goals of the downtown master plan, and we are proud to see this historical building in active
use. On behalf of the downtown Missoula partnership, we support this proposed renovation.
218 East Main, Suite C
Missoula, MT 59802
Phone: 406.543.4238
linda@missouladowntown.com
LEAH MORROW, HEART OF MISSOULA RESIDENT:
Looks like they are taking steps to respect the historic nature of the property. Ok by me!
selvedgemissoula@gmail.com
VII. STAFF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSION:
The historical architectural features that distinguish 224 W. Spruce St will not be effected. The proposed alterations fit within
the context of the existing site, yet remain distinct to preserve the integrity of the building. The alterations are similar in scale
to the existing openings, and utilize sensitive building materials and design in order to define the distinct historic character of
the primary building. The infill of the updated openings provide a point of departure from the original use as a garage, and
reference the rehabilitated use and contemporary need as working office space. There are no other HPP sites in the vicinity
that would be adversely affected by this proposal, and there are other historic sites in the vicinity, but would not be adversely
affected by this proposal. The proposed project clearly and substantially meets the design review criteria set forth in Section V
of this report and will not diminish, eliminate, or adversely affect the historic character and integrity of 224 W. Spruce St. or
the Downtown Historic District as a whole.
RECOMMENDED MOTION:
THAT the alterations to the garage portion of the building located at 224 W. Spruce St. be APPROVED with conditions.
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL:
1.

The project shall comply with all applicable City of Missoula municipal code and building code requirements.

2.

Windows shall be replaced with Pella Architectural Series (or similar), with profiles to match historic/existing
windows. Provide samples of infill material, windows and colors to HPC and/or HPO prior to purchasing and
installing.

3.

Any patching and repair shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible,
material.
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VIII. ATTACHEMENTS
A- HISTORIC PRESERVATION PERMIT APPLICATION
B- SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY APPLICANT
C- THE MARSH & POWELL FUNERAL HOME NATIONAL REGISTER NOMINATION
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APPENDIX A
HISTORIC PRESERVATION PERMIT APPLICATION
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GAVIN.hanks
Architectural Studio, PLLC AIA

DATE: 09.11.17

RE: Historic Preservation Permit Application – 224 W. Spruce Street, Missoula, MT 59802
Overview:
The building at 224 W. Spruce was built around 1930 and historically known as the Marsh and Powell Funeral
Home, and more recently as the Livingston-Maletta and Geraghty Funeral Home. This building is currently owned
by Ecogeek, LLC, who has renovated the interior to be used as office space and video recording.
The owner is currently planning to renovate the interior of the existing garage space at the north end of the
building facing the alley. Since they would be making this garage into office work spaces, they are proposing an
infill of the existing garage doors by building walls, installing windows to match the existing, and adding skylights.
They realize the importance of keeping the exterior as close to the original as possible by matching the other trim
and windows of the existing building.
The existing garage doors are not original to the building and by infilling these doors we feel that it would be
getting closer to what the original doors might have looked like. We could not find any pictures of the original
doors, but the National Register describes the doors as “double wooden garage doors with recessed wood panels
in the bottom two-thirds of the door and six lights in the upper one-third.”
In our proposed design, we are trying to get back to the original door look that is described above. As you will see
in the attached renderings we have tried to do just that. The proposed windows will bring the building back to the
original openness of the space. The proposed alterations will not alter the footprint of the building, nor will they
significantly change the looks or the historic characteristics of the existing building.

300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com

Site Map/Plan – Existing to Remain as is.

300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com

Proposed Plan – Overall Main Floor Plan

300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com

Proposed Plan – Area of work - Main Floor Plan

300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com

Proposed Plan – Area of work – Reflected Ceiling Plan

300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com

Existing Elevations

South Elevation

West Elevation

North Elevation
300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com

Proposed Elevation Renderings

View of Proposed North Elevation

View of Proposed Northwest Corner
300 West Broadway, Suite 4 ▪ Missoula, MT 59802
Ph. 406-543-1477 ▪ Fax 406-543-1486
www.gavin-hanks.com
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NFS F<xm 10-900
(Rtv. &-S6)

OM6 Wo. 1024-0018

'•p

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service
- — -—

111)

Natipnal Register of Historic Places
Registration Form

IKAR191990
NATIONAL
REGISTER

This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations of eligibility for individual properties or districts. See instructions in Guidelines
(or Completing National Register Forms (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each item by marking "x" in the appropriate box or by entering
the requested information. If an item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, styles, materials,
r.nr1 r>'°~? c' 7 i gnl"?.anr<*. enter on'y the C3ter}o ries snd suboateqories listed in the instructions. For additional space use continuation sheets
(Form 10-900a). Type all entries.

1. Name of Property__________________________________________________________
historic name
rfarsh and Powell Funeral Home_________________________________
other names/site number LI vj nqston-Mal etta and Geraghty Fnnpral Home_________________
2. Location

n £aJ not for publication
n /gj vicinity

street & number 224 West Soruce Street
Missoula
city, town

state

Montana

code 030

county

code 063

zip code 59802

3. Classification
Ownership of Property'
[x~] private
I 1 public-local
[ 1 public-State
j | public-Federal

Category of Property
(~x1 building(s)
[~~] district
[ [site
! I structure
[ | object

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing
Noncontributing
_____ buildings
_____sites
_____structures
_____ objects
T
Total
Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register 0______

Name of related multiple property listing:

Historical Resources in Missoula, 1864-1940

4. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this
[Xj nomination I_j request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the
National Raster of "Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property iKjmeets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJSee continuation sheet.
Signature of certifying official

l/\

Date

Sta' ; or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property I_I meets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. I_I See continuation sheet.
Signature of commenting or other official

Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

Entered in
National Register

, hereby, certify that this property is:
entered in the National Register.
I_j See continuation sheet.
QJ determined eligible for the National

Register. Qj'See continuation sheet.
QH determined not eligible for the
National Register.
LU removed from the National Register.
[_] other, (explain:) ____________
nature of the Keeper

Date of Action

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)
Funeral Home

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)
Funeral Home

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(enter categories from instructions)

. n
Neoclassical___________________

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

foundation
wal|s
root
other

concrete_________
brick__________
asphalt
wood

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Marsh and Powell Funeral Home is a rectangular, two-story,
polychrommatic brick commercial building with a two-story Neoclassical
style pavilion and quoined corners. The building is located in the
Missoula central business district on a half block that contains a
number of historic one-story residences, some of which have been
converted to business use. The building has a sheet metal crown cornice
over a six-tiered polychrome header and stretcher belt course and a
single header belt course. Front upstairs windows have polychrome flat
arches with centered keystones and header sills. Windows are wood
frame, double-hung, six-over-one and three-over-one.
The first floor has three wood frame, three-part "cottage" windows,
each composed of a large, fixed, wood frame pane topped by a pair of
fixed, three-light units. Each window has a flat polychrome arch and
centered keystone. The main entryway is wood frame with an anodized
metal, modern glass door with upper transom and narrow, flanking glass
block panels. Each side door to the building is accessed by concrete
steps with wrought iron railings. Vertical polychrome headers run along
the base of the building. The monumental wood, two-story pavilion has
a pedimented gable roof with a molded crown cornice with dentilation
and horizontal, lapped siding in tympanum. Dentilation is also located
at the top of the architrave. The upstairs balcony railing within the
pavilion is wrought iron. The large Doric order support columns rest on
square concrete plinths. A large, metal frame, plastic sign reading
"Livingston-Malletta and Geraghty" is located on the second floor of
the pavilion. The west side windows to the main building are wood
frame, double-hung, one-over-one units.
The rear section of the building is also of polychrommatic brick with
a flat roof and metal cornice over halved polychrome headers. A raised
belt course of header brick over vertical stretchers is located on the
west side of the building. A centered entryway is recessed and framed
by polychrome quoins and has a multipane wood door. A gable-roofed
door-over or hood with side brackets is located above the side
entryway. The windows are wood frame, double-hung, one-over-one, opaque
with wood frame storm windows. The east side of the rear of the
addition has a large, porte-cochere consisting of three, square, brick
5ee continuation sheet
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Marsh and Powell Funeral Home

support posts. The porte-cochere shelters two wood frame entryways
with multi-light, wooden doors. The rear of the back section has double
wooden garage doors with recessed wood panels in the bottom two-thirds
of the door and six lights in the upper one-third. The double doors are
separated from one another by brick columns. The doors have exterior,
side-mounted black hinges and black door handles.
Conifer shrubs are located on the sides of the building. A large
parking area is located on the north and east sides of the building.
The building possesses excellent integrity of setting, design,
materials, workmanship and association. It exhibits no evidence of
exterior alterations. It also possesses generally good integrity of
setting, being located in a half block of one-story historic
residences.

8. Statement of Significance
Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:
[ 1 nationally
[ 1 statewide
fx"l locally
Applicable National Register Criteria

PHA

I

IB

[X~lC

|

ID

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions)

1

1

|B

[

I

ID

|A

JC

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions)
Architecture___________________
Commerce

|

IE

I

|F

|

|G

Period of Significance
1930-1940__________

Significant Dates
1930_____

Cultural Affiliation

n/a

Significant Person
n/a_______________________

Architect/Builder
Not known

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

The building is eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places under criteria A and C. It was constructed as a funeral
home, a new phenomenon during the early twentieth century, which
provided complete funeral services. It also is an excellent example of
commercial architecture combining elements of Neoclassical design and
period commercial architecture using high-fired brick, squared,
flattened corners, flattened arches, and polychroming. The building is
in excellent condition and carries a strong sense of association with
the period in which it was constructed. It is one of the best examples
of late 1920s and early 1930s commercial architecture in the Missoula
commercial district.
This building was constructed between 1929 and 1932 as a funeral home,
when the property was owned by Luther and D. H. Powell. The first
occupant was Marsh and Powell, Funeral Directors, which occupied the
building through the historic period. The building has been a funeral
home since it was constructed. At the time of its construction, it
represented a new phenomenon—a building constructed as a funeral home
with all the services and facilities needed to prepare
the body for
the funeral and to perform the funeral services. It is one of the few
remaining commercial buildings within the Missoula central business
district that was constructed during the Depression.

I

I See continuation sheet

9. Major Bibiiographical References

McDonald, James, and Gary Williams, Missoula Historical Resource Survey.
Porky Press, 1980.

Missoula:

Morris, Neil, Funeral Director, Livingston-Malleta and Geraghty Funeral Home.
Personal Communication, April 28, 1989.
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Previous documentation on file (NFS):
Q preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67)
has been requested
rj previously listed in the National Register
! | previously determined eligible by the National Register
Q designated a National Historic Landmark
Hj recorded by Historic American Buildings
I

Primary location of additional data:
[xl State historic' preservation office
(pother State agency
[ 1 Federal agency
[ 1 Local government
[ | University
EH Other
Specify repository:

Survey # _____________________ ____
I recorded by Historic American Engineering
Record #

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of property _less than one acre
UTM References

A II ,2I
Zone

I217.1 |8,-3,0i
Easting

{5,1 19 .5| 4,3,0|
Northing

B

C I

I 1

I

Dl

.

I

.I.-.I

:

I

i

I

i

i

I

Zone
i

Northing

Easting
I

I

I

i

.

i

J__I
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Verbal Boundary Description
C.P. Higgins Addition, Block 9, Lots 11-12, W 1/2 Lot 13.

[HJSee continuation sheet
Boundary Justification

The boundary includes the city lots upon which the historic building was erected.
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11. Form Prepared By________________________

.________

name/title William A. Babcock, Jr., Missoula Historic Preservation Officer
organization
City of MJSSOUla
street & number 201 West Spruce St.
city or town Missoula

.August 19RQ
ffti»phnnfl 406/7?! -4700

state

Montana

zip code 59802

